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Preferred Vendors Services
Expanding!

If you haven’t checked the
Entrepreneurial Actuaries’
(EA) Preferred Vendors site
lately, now would be a great
time to do so!  Several new
vendors have been added over
the last month or so.  These
vendors can serve the interest
of small business people and
entrepreneurs.  Some offer
discounts to EA section
members.  To view a listing of
vendors with a brief
description of the services
they offer, click here.
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EAS Show ‘n Tell!
by David Axene

The EAS Section is planning some exciting events in the coming month!

First of all, we are sponsoring a couple of webcasts where some of our members
will share a few of their interesting activities—perhaps something a bit out of the
ordinary for an actuary. Several Council members and other Sections’ members
will be involved. If you have something to share and would like to participate,
please contact me at david.axene@axenehp.com and I will pass your
information on to the organizers of the event. We will schedule the appropriate
number of webcasts based upon both the interest in presenting and the interest
in participating.

Another area we are exploring is a call for papers on entrepreneurial
topics—with cash prizes for the top ones submitted. We are just beginning to
plan this, but watch for more information in the next month or so. This will be in
conjunction with a program of the University of Wisconsin and the 44th Annual
Research Conference; extending this to EAS members with a specific call for
papers on entrepreneurial topics was broadly supported by the Section.

As a Section we continue to identify areas where we can be of service to our
members. The preferred vendor list is alive and well and continues to grow.
Please continue to provide us with additional recommended vendors so we can
build a robust list. We are sponsoring sessions at the Spring Meetings and also
at the Annual Meeting this fall.

We welcome your suggestions and look forward to serving you.  If you have
ideas as to how we can be of better service to you as a member of the EAS
Section, please let us know.
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Visit our Web page for more
information, or view past
articles at our Resource
Center.

And review special offers for
our members at our Member
Benefits page, from vendors
recommended by other EA
Section members.
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   David V. Axene,
FSA, MAAA, is the president of Axene Health Partners, LLC, and the chair of the
Entrepreneurial Actuaries Section. He can be reached at 
david.axene@axenehp.com or 951.294.0841.
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